Geography & English

WHAT
THEY’LL
LEARN
l Know where
some of the world’s
countries frequently
mentioned in the
media are located

Identify and
understand
geographical
similarities and
differences
l

Appreciate that
people move
between places
(migration) and the
reasons for this
l

Use maps, atlases,
globes and digital
mapping to locate
countries and
describe features

l

KS2 LESSON PLAN

Use news
reports to learn
about migrants
Explore key vocabulary and
important statistics with the
help of The Week Junior,
says Emma Espley
@weekjuniorlearn
schools.theweekjunior.co.uk

The Week Junior is a current affairs magazine for children
aged eight to 14. This lesson uses an article that appeared
in a recent edition as a stimulus for exploration of a highly
topical issue – migration. It targets many aspects of the KS2
programme of study for geography, including place and
locational knowledge, human and physical geography and
geographical skills. It also has strong links with English,
maths (using real life data), global learning and SMSC.
Download free resources to help you deliver the lesson from
teachwire.net/teaching-resources/ks2-migrants

START HERE
Use the photo of
people in a boat in
resource 1 to lead
a class discussion.
Ask pupils what
is often found
underneath a
photograph in an
article (a caption)
and why this is the
case (to provide further information about the scene/
situation, who took the photograph, etc). Next, ask
the children to generate an appropriate caption to
accompany the image shown. Invite them to share their
suggestions with the rest of the class, then chair a vote
on the best one. After this, reveal the actual caption that
appeared alongside the image in the magazine article:
‘Many people make the perilous sea journey.’
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MAIN LESSON
1|MAP WORK

2|VOCAB AND STATS

Read the report in resource 2 as
a class. This is an article from
The Week Junior about the
dangers faced by migrants. Use
an online mapping application,
such as Google or Bing maps, to
‘zoom in’ on Europe, northern
Africa and the Middle East.
Identify the Mediterranean
Sea and key countries to show
the journeys people have made
(eg to Greece from Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Democratic
Republic of Congo and State of
Palestine; to Italy from Tunisia,
Eritrea, Sudan, Nigeria and Côte
d’Ivoire; to Spain from Guinea,
Morocco, Mali, Côte d’Ivoire
and Syria). Ask pupils if they’ve
heard of any of these countries,
know anything about them or
have visited them.

Read the resource 12 article
together, then identify and
explain key vocabulary, eg
refugee (a person who is forced
to leave their country and
live elsewhere, often escaping
war or conflict); migrant (a
person who moves from one
place to another, usually for
other reasons, such as looking
for better living conditions
or work); migration (the
movement of people from one
place to another); immigration
(the act of coming to live
permanently in a new country);
immigrant (someone who has
come to live permanently in
another country); emigration
(the act of leaving one country
in order to settle in another);
emigrant (someone who

“Ask pupils to think about
what might happen next
to the people in the boat”

died or went missing attempting
the crossing during the first half
on 2018, compared with 1 in 42
in the first half of 2017.
Ask pupils if these figures
surprise them.

3|DIARY EXTRACT

Free online resources
Download our free set of resources
to help you deliver this lesson from
teachwire.net/teaching-resources/ks2-migrants

leaves their native country
and goes to live permanently
in another one).
Highlight key statistics to
the children, eg 1,600 people

Ask pupils to imagine they are in
the boat featured in the image in
resource 1. What might they see,
hear, taste, touch, smell or feel?
Record the children’s thoughts
in a table (resource 3). You
may need to give an example
of each to help ignite pupils’
imaginations. Invite children
to share their thoughts with the
rest of the class.
Next, encourage pupils to
use the ideas in their table to
help them write a diary extract
about spending a day or night
on the boat. Before beginning,
discuss the style and layout of a
diary extract. Ask pupils to think
about what might happen next
to the people in the boat.
Use resource 4 to share the
real-life story of 15-year-old
Amr, who originates from Syria
but is now living in Austria
after brief stays in Turkey and
Greece. Ask pupils to plot Amr’s
route on a blank map (resource
5). Discuss the distance and
direction that Amr has travelled.
Challenge more able students
to calculate the approximate
distance that Amr travelled in
kilometres or miles by referring
to the scale line in an atlas.

Emma Espley is an
experienced teacher and
freelance consultant based in
died crossing the Mediterranean Gloucestershire. The extract
featured in this lesson plan
Sea from northern Africa to
was published in the 15th
southern Europe during the
September 2018 edition of
first half of 2018. In the central
The Week Junior.
Mediterranean, 1 in 18 people

EXTENDING
THE LESSON
Using resource 6,
introduce the following
question: how will
globalisation and climate
change affect migration
and settlement? Ask
children to write down
their thoughts, then steer
a whole-class discussion.
Remind pupils that there is
no right or wrong answer,
but justification of their
viewpoint is required.
l Set up a silent debate
on the following topic,
using resource 7: what can
European countries, like the
UK, Spain, Italy and Greece,
do to ensure fewer or no
migrants die crossing the
Mediterranean Sea?
l Use a dictionary to write
definitions of the keywords
listed in resource 8, then use
a thesaurus to replace them
with synonyms. Extract
key vocabulary from the
included passage and create
a word cloud.
l Utilise data from the
Desperate Journeys report
(resource 9) to produce bar
graphs and pie charts.
l Access Google Earth
and explore the homeland
of a migrant and the area
that they have moved to.
Use exemplars from the
Desperate Journeys report
(resource 10). Are these
areas similar or different?
l

USEFUL
QUESTIONS
Who is making this
perilous sea journey?
l Why are fewer people
making the trip across
the Mediterranean than
in recent years?
l How can we make
sure fewer people die or
go missing?
l What is the United
Nations (see resource 11)?
l
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